
You’re looking at this feature as you want to puzzle out Baby Sleep Specialists.

During the early months, your favorite subject may be sleep but your baby’s is definitely
food. The last thing you want is a child who’s not ready to unwind when you are. While you
can’t force a child to fall asleep at your command, there are things that soften the bed, so to
speak. Research has shown that early evening is the time babies are most likely to cry and
be difficult to comfort. Which might just be when you're most tired. Not great. Along with
streamlining your bedtime routine, take stock of your sleep environment. Is your bedroom a
relaxing place you actually want to fall asleep in? Keep clutter, exercise bikes, unfolded
laundry, and that stack of bills out of the bedroom. These are distracting to a good night’s
sleep for baby. With so many products on the market, it can be easy to get confused about
what babies should sleep in or on. Remember, the safest mattresses for your baby are firm
and flat and protected by a waterproof cover. What baby hears (or doesn’t) is just as
important as what they do or don’t see. Pick up a white noise machine, which can help baby
sleep better by canceling out house noise, cars and other distracting sounds. Baby will begin
to associate the constant and consistent sound with sleep.

You may be able to coax your baby to sleep a little longer by using blackout curtains to shut
out the sun’s first rays. Also, white noise helps obscure the early morning sounds of birds,
dogs, traffic, and the neighbors. And sometimes the sound even helps a baby successfully
ignore the early morning light. If despite your best sleep schedule your little one continues to
wake with hunger during the night, try boosting her daytime calories and adding a dream
feed to prevent night waking before it happens. Bedtimes are a special part of the day, and a
great opportunity to focus solely on your baby. Adding massage to your routine is a
wonderfully relaxing experience for both you and your little one. Massaging your baby after
their bath, is an excellent way to bond with your little one, and enjoy some peaceful time



together. Newborns are taking in a lot of information and so much is new to them. Life in the
outside world is very stimulating and they are also growing very quickly so they need a lot of
sleep. If you need guidance on Ferber Method then let a sleep consultant support you in
unlocking your child's potential, with their gentle, empathetic approach to sleep.

Sleeping Is A Skill A Baby Will Never Forget
Be prepared to change routines as your baby grows and enters different stages of
development. And remember, growth spurts, teething and illnesses can all affect how your
baby sleeps. Parents sometimes worry that if their baby is asleep on their back, it might be
dangerous if they vomit. But babies sleeping on their backs have no difficulty turning their
heads if they're sick. Just when you think you’re all getting used to a reasonable night’s
sleep, at 4 months your little one starts waking regularly. Sound familiar? The only good
news is it’s totally normal, the bad news, you might have to get used to a more broken sleep
for a short while. But there are things you can do to help get you through this phase. Experts
recommend room-sharing until baby is at least 6 months old. These safe sleep practices
prevent overheating and suffocation, and reduce the risk of SIDS, or sudden infant death
syndrome. Sleep training has been known to improve parental mood, improves an infant’s
sleep quality and increases the secure attachment between babies and their caregivers. As
long as your baby is old enough and is in a safe environment, sleep training (no matter
which method you choose) is perfectly safe and healthy. For How To Become A Sleep
Consultant guidance it may be useful to enlist the services of a sleep consultant.

Swaddling your baby with a blanket or dressing him in a sleep sack will offer an extra dose
of security — and may even help him sleep a little longer. Just be sure to stop swaddling by
the time he's 3 or 4 months old, when he can roll over and wriggle out of his swaddle or
blanket. Like the price of a home is determined by Location, Location, Location, the
likelihood your baby sleeps well is determined by your Routine, Routine, Routine. Once your
little one has rolled over or sat up, a newborn bed just isn’t as safe for them as it once was.
Now they can pull themselves up or roll, there is the danger they can roll out of the bed.
Newborns won't sleep through the night because they need to eat frequently. In fact, two to
four hours at a time is about as long as you can expect your brand new baby to sleep during
those early weeks and months — depending on whether you're breastfeeding,
formula-feeding or both. Babies are noisy sleepers, prone to grunting, wheezing, whining
and even crying in their sleep. Most nocturnal noises are nothing to worry about; even the
occasional cry or shout doesn't mean you should rush to your baby. If you're looking for a
compassionate, effective and evidence-based approach to sleep or just advice on one thing
like Sleep Training then a baby sleep specialist will be able to help you.

Regulate The Bedtime
Routinely putting a baby to sleep on the stomach raises her risk of SIDS about fourfold. But
SIDS risk jumps even higher (eight- to thirty-seven-fold) when young babies (under four
months) are put to sleep on the back but accidentally roll to the stomach. Your baby will
usually let you know they’re ready to sleep by fussing, crying, yawning, or rubbing their eyes.
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You can use these cues to establish a schedule that works for them. Deviating significantly
from these recommendations may have adverse effects on your baby’s health or indicate an
underlying problem. While figuring out how to quiet those dreaded nighttime wails may seem
impossible in the moment, the key to ending them is to get to the bottom of why they’re
happening in the first place. Too many layers can leave your baby sweaty and cranky, which
does little to help her sleep. Remember that babies usually need just one more layer than
adults, so a vest with a cotton sleep sack should be enough for most climates. Want a little
more sleep? The right baby sleep cues are your key to success. Older kids may get bratty if
overindulged, but it’s impossible to spoil a newborn. The road to great sleep (for everyone!)
starts with understanding why babies need a fourth trimester of cuddling and care. Sleep
consultants support hundreds of families every year, assisting with things such as Sleep
Regression using gentle, tailored methods.

Babies sleep a lot, particularly newborns, and it’s not always possible to stay at home all day
to ensure every nap is lying flat on their back in their cot or Moses basket - as the experts
recommend. No two babies are exactly alike, and there’s no one-size-fits-all strategy when it
comes to how to get baby to sleep at night. Nevertheless, there are some general
recommendations that will help at least set the stage for good sleep. Most 8-11 week-olds
take 3-5 naps everyday. Your baby’s nap length will determine how many naps he takes. If
he always naps less than one hour, he’ll need more naps to make it through the day. If he
takes long naps of 1+ hours, he’ll need fewer naps. My mum says I was slept on my front
and that was the advice then, why has it changed? Choosing where your baby sleeps is
super-personal and might depend on your culture. You might also be absolutely sure that
your baby will sleep in bed with you. On the other hand, you might feel like you’d never relax
with them in the bed. Having a baby is a steep learning curve and aspects such as Sleep
Consultant Training Course come along and shake things up just when you're not expecting
them.

Keep Nighttime Care Low-key
Babies who are able to soothe themselves back to sleep (“self-soothers”) awaken briefly and
go right back to sleep. In contrast, “signalers” are those babies who awaken their parents
and need help getting back to sleep. Many of these signalers have developed inappropriate
sleep onset associations and thus have difficulty self-soothing. According to safe sleep
experts, the best sleeping position for your baby is on their back in the 'feet-to-foot' position.
The feet-to-foot position is where your baby's feet are at the end of the Moses basket, crib,
or cot. When putting your little one down to rest, always lay them down on their back. Never
put your baby to sleep on their front or side. Unlike adults, newborn babies are unable to
regulate their temperature by themselves, so ensuring your baby isn’t too hot or cold is
important for ensuring both safety and comfort. Health professionals recommend maintaining
a comfortable room temperature of between 16-20 C° (61-68 F) as the ideal. Therefore, it’s
generally good practice to monitor the temperature of your baby’s sleep environment by way
of thermometers. In most cases, a great sleep routine and powerful cues like cuddly toys
and white noise do the trick. But don’t feel guilty if they don’t! Your spirited or sensitive child
may push the envelope for years to come, and you’ll often need to take extra steps to keep
her on track. In this case, that might mean pick up/put down or longer-and-longer.
Encouraging a calm time leading up to bedtime. A quiet, gentle bath and a story even at this
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young age in dim lighting can help your little one settle down from the day and be ready for a
good night’s sleep. A sleep expert will be with you every step of the way, guiding you on how
best to find a solution to your sleep concerns, whether its 4 Month Sleep Regression or one
of an untold number of other things.

A bedtime routine under 30 minutes is ideal because it encourages baby to go to bed and
easily fall asleep. If the routine lasts longer than that or becomes too elaborate, babies wind
up rather than settle down. Most newborn babies are extra fussy for a few hours in the
evening, often from 7:00 PM – 10:00 PM. This is known as the “witching hour.” Everybody is
exhausted and you can’t even play “pass the cranky baby” because all the people you want
to pass the baby to (grandparents, friends, etc.) are at home lounging on the couch thinking
about how glad they are not to have a fussy newborn to deal with. Some babies start
sleeping on what’s called a day/night reversal schedule. Your baby sleeps well during the
day, but is awake and busy at night. It’s frustrating and exhausting, but it’s temporary. Find
more info regarding Baby Sleep Specialists at this NHS link.
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